January:

Andrews, Amy *Breaking All the Rules* – A fun, sexy romp through the trials of starting over and finding what you didn't know you needed in the last place you expected.

Anthony, Piers *Apoca Lips* - fantasy- (Book 47 in the Xanth Series) No one's safe when a pandemic spreads through the land of Xanth in this madcap adventure.

Bardugo, Leigh *Hell Bent* - fantasy- (Book 2 in the Alex Stern Series) Galaxy 'Alex' Stern is determined to break Darlington out of hell-even if it costs her a future at Lethe and at Yale. But Alex is playing with forces far beyond her control, and when faculty members begin to die off, she knows these aren't just accidents. Something deadly is at work in New Haven, and if Alex is going to survive, she'll have to reckon with the monsters of her past and a darkness built into the university's very walls.

Benedict, Marie *The Mitford Affair* – The tale of the six Mitford sisters, and what happens when they are forced to choose between country and family as WWII approaches.

Bernardini, Ilaria *The Girls Are Good* - mystery- In a week long intense gymnastic competition to find the best in the world where every girl will do anything to win - one of them will end up dead.

Blauner, Peter *Picture in the Sand* – An intergenerational saga told through a grandfather's passionate letters to his grandson, passing on the story of his political rebellion in 1950s Egypt in order to save his grandson's life in a post-9/11 world.

Bouysse, Franck *Wind Drinkers* – mystery – A thrilling mix of French noir and American western, this novel charts a family’s struggle for freedom and justice in a hostile mountain community.

Brennan, Allison *Don't Open the Door* – mystery – (Book 2 in the Regan Meritt Series) A child is shot while playing video games at home. His mother will stop at nothing to find out who did it and why.

Cai, Delia *Central Places* – A young woman’s rootless past and uncertain future collide when she brings her white fiancé home to meet her Chinese immigrant parents, toppling her carefully constructed life.

Cameron, W. Bruce *Love, Clancy: Diary of a Good Dog* – You’ve probably never met someone like Clancy. He’s keeping a diary; he’s falling in love; there are rivals for his affections; he lives with his best friend and his worst enemy. Even taken together, these factors are maybe not that unusual, except that Clancy is a dog. His point of view is therefore perhaps… different.

Carlsson, Christoffer *Blaze Me a Sun* – mystery – A serial killer in a small Swedish town commits his first murder the same night the prime minister is assassinated.

Carpenter, Kerri *The Rules of Love* – romance – (Book 1 in the Seaside Cove Series) An accidental pregnancy with a one-night stand in your small hometown?

Carroll, Jonathan *Mr. Breakfast* – fantasy – When Graham Patterson gets his first tattoo, he didn’t realize it would gift him with the ability to see in real time three different lives that are available to him – and offer him the choice to choose the life he wants.

Carter, Eva *Owner of a Lonely Heart* – romance – A heartfelt story of two people finding the courage to choose love, no matter how hard it may be.
Clipston, Amy *Something Old, Something New* – It’s been 10 years since high school. Is it too late for the former high school jock to win the heart of the self-proclaimed nerd?

Coble, Colleen *Dark of Night* – (Book 2 in the Annie Pederson Series) Between the return of her first love, a woman who claims to be her sister who was abducted 24 years ago, and a missing hiker, Annie has a lot on her plate.

Cosimano, Elle *Finlay Donovan Jumps the Gun* – mystery – (Book 3 in the Finlay Donovan Series) The highly anticipated, hilarious, and heart-pounding next installment in the beloved Finlay Donovan series.

Cotterill, Colin *The Motion Picture Teller* – mystery – Set in Bangkok: a mystery without a crime, where the line between fact and fiction blurs, and nothing is as simple as it appears.

Crane, Marisa *I Keep My Exoskeletons to Myself* – science fiction – Dept. of Speculation meets Black Mirror in this lyrical, speculative debut about a queer mother raising her daughter in an unjust surveillance state.

Darwent, Heather *The Things We Do to Our Friends* – mystery – She’s an outsider desperate to belong, but the cost of entry might be her darkest secret.

Day, Zuri *A Game of Secrets* – romance – (Book 4 in the Eddington Heirs Series) She can’t resist the temptation of her brother’s forbidden best friend.

De Giovanni, Maurizio *Winter Swallows* – mystery – (Book 10 in the Commissario Ricciardi Series) What looks like a straightforward case of infidelity and marital jealousy gives Commissario Ricciardi more than one doubt.

Delany, Vicki *The Game is a Footnote* – cozy mystery – (Book 8 in the Sherlock Holmes Bookshop Mysteries) Gemma Doyle and Jayne Wilson are back on the case when a body is discovered in a haunted museum.

Divakaruni, Chitra Banerjee *Independence* - The sweeping story of three sisters caught up in events beyond their control, their unbreakable bond, and their incredible struggle against powerful odds.

Elliott, Kate *The Keeper’s Six* – fantasy – Meet Ester, a world-hopping, bad-ass, spell-slinging mother who sets out to rescue her kidnapped adult son from a dragon lord with everything to lose.

Ellis, Bret Easton *The Shards* – mystery – A story about the end of innocence, and the passage from adolescence into adulthood, set in a fictionalized Los Angeles in 1981 as a serial killer begins targeting teenagers throughout the city.


Fuller, Kathleen *The Courtship Plan* – Finding a husband is serious business. And serious business requires serious planning.

Ganeshananthan, V.V. *Brotherless Night* – A courageous young woman tries to protect her dream of becoming a doctor as civil war devastates Sri Lanka in this searing novel.

Goodman, Allegra *Sam* – A powerful and endearing portrait of a girl who must summon deep within herself the grit and wisdom to grow up.

Grippando, James *Code 6* – A bold, far-reaching thriller that explores one of the most perplexing dilemmas of modern life: the dangerous, often hidden, price we pay for sharing our lives with big data.
Hampton, Ian *The General of Tiananmen Square* — *mystery* — (Book 15 in the Ava Lee Series) Ava Lee squares off against the Chinese government over a controversial film depicting the infamous Tiananmen Square Massacre.

Hardt, Helen *Blush* — *romance* — The first in an all-new series featuring a sweet virgin next door who’s ready to be anything but. After meeting Mr. Dark and Sexy on Tinder, she’s all in and excited about joining him at an exclusive club. But Mr. Dark and Sexy may not be who he seems.

Harper, Jane *Exiles* — *mystery* — (Book 3 in the Aaron Falk Series) Kim Gillespie vanished one warm spring night leaving her baby alone. A year later, Aaron Falk begins to discover long held secrets as he searches for the truth.

Harper, Lana *Back in a Spell* — *romance* — (Book 3 in the Witches of Thistle Grove Series) An awkward first date leads to a sparkling romance between one of the most powerful witches in town and a magical newbie.

Hawkins, Rachel *The Villa* — *mystery* — A deliciously wicked gothic suspense set in an Italian villa with a dark history.

Heisey, Monica *Really Good, Actually* — Maggie’s marriage has ended 608 days after it started, but she’s fine, she’s doing good, actually. Sure, she’s alone for the first time in her life, can’t afford her rent and her obscure PhD is going nowhere, but at the age of twenty-nine, Maggie is determined to embrace her new status as a surprisingly young divorcée.

Hendrix, Grady *How to Sell a Haunted House* — *horror* — A hilarious and terrifying take on the haunted house exploring the way your past—and your family—can haunt you like nothing else.

Hill, Donna *I Am Ayah—The Way Home* — History and the present collide in this fascinating and poignant new novel.

Hlad, Alan *The Book Spy* — An engaging, dramatic historical novel that illuminates a little-known facet of World War II of the real-life librarian spies who hunted down crucial intelligence throughout Europe.

Houston, Victoria *Hidden in the Pines* — *mystery* — (Book 2 in the Lew Ferris Mystery Series) Sheriff Lew Ferris knows how to land a sweet brook trout, but can she catch a cold-blooded killer.

Huang, Christopher *Unnatural Ends* — *mystery* — When Sir Lawrence Linwood’s adopted children come home after he is murdered, they did not realize his will would require them to solve his murder.

Hunter, Stephen *The Bullet Garden* — (Book 4 in the Earl Swagger Series) The origin story of legendary Marine, and father of literary icon Bob Lee takes us to the battlefields of World War II as Earl Swagger embarks on a top secret and deadly mission.

Johns, Jessica *Bad Cree* — *horror* — A young Cree woman’s dreams lead her on a perilous journey of self-discovery that ultimately forces her to confront the toll of a legacy of violence on her family, her community, and her home.

Johnson, Joshua Phillip *The Endless Song* — *fantasy* — (Book 2 in the Tales of the Forever Sea Series) Above and below, Flitch and Kindred will have to work together to save themselves, their loved ones, and the Forever Sea itself.

Kelly, Erin *The Skeleton Key* — *mystery* — A reunion that will tear a family apart. Fifty years ago, Nell’s father wrote a book that led to a hidden treasure; it is now being reissued, and the chaos it caused the first time is about to return.

Koontz, Dean *The House at the End of the World* — *science fiction* — Soon no one on Earth will have a place to hide in this novel about fears known and unknown.
Krentz, Jayne Ann Sleep No More – romance – (Book 1 in the lost Night Files Series) They were strangers when they met and are now friends with the same goal: to discover what had been done to them that long ago night—because whatever happened had left them all with mysterious new abilities.

Kubica, Mary Just the Nicest Couple – mystery – Two couples, two close friends, one missing husband.

Ledwidge, Michael Hard to Break – (Book 3 in the Michael Gannon Series) As Mike Gannon’s son Declan sets out to leave the nest, Gannon decides that a going-away trip is in high order, a bucket-list grizzly bear hunt up into the wilds of Alaska. But there are other hunters there. And they’re not looking for a grizzly.

Lipman, Elinor Ms. Demeanor – A delicious and witty story about love under house arrest.

Long, H.M. Barrow of Winter – fantasy – (A Book in the Hall of Smoke Series) Thray is the Last Daughter of Winter, half immortal and haunted by the legacy of her blood. When offered a chance to visit the northern land of Duamel, where her father once ruled, she can’t refuse – even if it means lying to the priesthood she serves and the man she loves.

Ma, Kathryn The Chinese Groove – Anne Tyler meets Jade Chang in this buoyant, good-hearted, and sharply written novel about a blithely optimistic immigrant with big dreams, dire prospects, and a fractured extended family in need of his help—even if they don’t know it yet.

Maberry, Jonathan Son of the Poison Rose – fantasy – (Book 2 in the Kagen the Damned Series) The Silver Empire is in ruins. War is in the wind. Kagen and his allies are on the run from the Witch-king. Wild magic is running rampant everywhere. Spies and secret cabals plot from the shadows of golden thrones.


McDevitt, Jack Village in the Sky – science fiction – (Book 9 in the Alex Benedict Series) Humanity discovers new intelligent life lightyears away—only for it to disappear without a trace.

McGill, Jerry The Color of Family – A tragedy upends a family’s delicate balance in an emotional novel about secrets, guilt, friendship, race, and reconciliation.

McGuire, Seanan Lost in the Moment and Found – fantasy – (Book 8 in the Wayward Children Series) Welcome to the shop where lost things go. Antoinette has lost her father; he’s not in the shop; she’ll never see him again, but no matter how many doors she opens, she can’t manage to leave the shop.

O’Connor, Joseph My Father’s House – (Book One in the Rome Escape Line Series) Based on a true story, it is the tale of an Irish priest who hatches a plan to set up an escape line for the vulnerable from the Nazi’s.

Pari, Susanne In the Time of Our History – Inspired by her own heritage, readers are taken into the heart of a large Iranian-American family, exploring their complex bonds and betrayals.

Patterson, James and Brendan DuBois Countdown – mystery – (Book 2 in the Out of Sight Series) An undercover CIA officer has seven days to save her country—and her family—from the world’s most dangerous double-agent.

Preston, Douglas The Cabinet of Dr. Leng – (Book 21 in the Agent Pendergast Series) Constance goes back in time to stop the era’s most infamous serial killer while Pendergast is desperate to find ways to bring her back.
Rowland, Laura Joh River of Fallen Angels – mystery – (Book 7 in the Victorian Mystery Series) Sarah Bain Barrett is pitted against a true-crime serial killer who may have ties to Jack the Ripper.

Sands, Lynsay In Her Highlander’s Bed – romance – (Book 11 in the Highland Brides Series) A sweeping tale of passion as a laird’s swim in a loch leads to the love of a lifetime.

Schwartz, Selby Wynn After Sappho – After Sappho reimagines the intertwined lives of feminists at the turn of the twentieth century.

Shalvis, Jill The Backup Plan – romance – (Book 3 in the Sunrise Cove Series) A tale of three people who are bought together when they’re bequeathed an old Wild West inn that has the potential to pull their lives apart but instead turns into the gift of a lifetime.

Shroff, Parini The Bandit Queens – A young Indian woman finds the false rumors that she killed her husband surprisingly useful until other women in the village start asking for her help getting rid of their own husbands.

Steel, Danielle Without a Trace – A powerful story about fighting for a chance at happiness whatever the cost.

Taylor, Brad The Devil’s Ransom – (Book 17 in the Pike Logan Series) Pike Logan races to stop an insidious attack orchestrated by a man who knows America’s most treasured secrets.

Tracy, P. J. The Devil You Know – mystery – (Book 3 in the Detective Margaret Nolan Series) LAPD Detective Margaret Nolan’s latest case plunges her into this insular realm of privilege and gives her a glimpse of the darkness behind the glitter.

Tudor, C.J. The Drift – mystery – Three ordinary people risk everything for a chance at redemption in this audacious, utterly gripping novel of catastrophe and survival at the end of the world.


Willingham, Stacy All the Dangerous Things – mystery – A totally gripping thriller about a desperate mother with a troubled past.

Zigman, Laura Small World – A heartfelt novel about two offbeat and newly divorced sisters who move in together as adults and are finally forced to reckon with their childhood losses.

**February:**

Altan, Ahmet Dying is Easier than Loving – (Book 3 in the Ottoman Quartet Series) The story of Nizam’s tormented love affair with Russian pianist, Anya, and is told against the backdrop of the Ottoman Empire’s tumultuous history in the years leading up to WWI.

Andrews, V.C. Little Paula – (Book 2 in the Eden Series) Faith Eden’s brief foray into motherhood is marked by tragedy. Distraught that her baby was ripped away from her, she is determined to get little Paula back from the wealthy family who adopted her.

Armstrong, Kelley Murder at Haven’s Rock – mystery – (Book 8 in the Casey Duncan Series) A spinoff from the Rockton series: A fresh start...with a few new dangers that threaten everything before it even begins.
Bailey, Tessa *Secretly Yours* – *romance* – A steamy new rom-com about a starchy professor and the bubbly neighbor he clashes with at every turn.

Beaton, M.C. *Death of a Traitor* – *cozy mystery* – (Book 35 in the Hamish MacBeth Series) Sergeant Hamish Macbeth is back to investigate the disappearance of a local woman who is more than she seems.

Beckerman, Hannah *The Forgetting* – *mystery* – The story of two women feeling trapped and powerless. Can they find their way back to life?

Berry, Steve *The Last Kingdom* – (Book 17 in the Cotton Malone Series) The discovery of a lost historical document challenges the global might of the United States.

Box, C. J. *Storm Watch* – *mystery* – (Book 23 in the Joe Pickett Series) Joe Pickett investigates a mysterious death at a secret high-tech facility.

Byron, Ellen *Wined and Died in New Orleans* – *cozy mystery* – (Book 2 in the Vintage Cookbook Series) Ricki has to help solve a murder, untangle family secrets, and grow her business, all while living under the threat of a hurricane that could wipe out everything from her home to Bon Vee.

Chance, Megan *A Dangerous Education* – A reformist teacher. A dangerous student clique. A powerful novel about secrets and redemption set in the shadows of McCarthy-era America.

Craig, Charmaine *My Nemesis* – A tense and thought-provoking exploration of an intellectual affair and its reverberations across the lives of two couples.


Dare, Tessa *The Bride Bet* – *romance* – Ten years ago when Nicola made a pact with the duke that they would marry if still single she didn’t think he would hold her to it, but 10 years have passed, and he is ready to marry.

Douaihy, Margot *Scorched Grace* – *mystery* – Sister Holiday, a chain-smoking, heavily tattooed, queer nun, puts her amateur sleuthing skills to the test in this “unique and confident” debut crime novel.

Ellison, J.T. *It’s One of Us* – *mystery* – The man she married has fathered a killer. But can she hold that against him when she keeps such dark secrets of her own?

Falade, David Wright *Black Cloud Rising* – In the fall of 1863 thousands of freed slaves and runaways flood the Union lines and end up forming the African Brigade, who set out to hunt down rebel guerillas and fight their former owners. It is a compelling and nuanced portrait of enslaved men and women crossing the threshold to freedom.

Florin, Daisy Alpert *My Last Innocent Year* – The story of a nonconsensual sexual encounter that propels one woman’s final semester at an elite college into controversy and chaos, and into an ill-advised affair with a married professor.

Flower, Amanda *In Farm’s Way* – *cozy mystery* – (Book 3 in the Farm to Table Mystery Series) Once again, Shiloh gets tangled up in the investigation when the police ignore an entire crop of suspects to blame one of her friends. She’ll have to dig deep to find the truth, reel in a killer, and convince her city-slicker pug to wear his winter boots.

Foster, Lori *The Dangerous One* – *romance* – (Book 1 in the Osborn Brothers Series) Hunter Osborn has worked hard to keep his interactions with others to a minimum, but when Jodi Bently moves into the cabin next door, he knows she’s trouble.
Fradkin, Barbara *Wreck Bay* – *mystery* – (Book 5 in the Amanda Doucette Series) While planning a tour on rugged Vancouver Island, Amanda Doucette befriends a fiercely private old artist whose traumatic, tangled past catches up with him when the body of a surfer washes up on a beach near his retreat.

Garfinkel, Jonathan *In a Land Without Dogs the Cats Learn to Bark* – In his energetic and darkly funny debut novel, Garfinkel probes the fractured nature of identity, the necessity of lies, and the bloody legacy of the Soviet Empire.

Goddard, Keiran *Hourglass* - A revolutionary love story as it turns time upside down, combs the intimate wreckage of heartbreak for something universal, and asks what it means to lose what you love.

Greaney, Mark *Burner* – (Book 12 in the Gray Man Series) Court Gentry is caught between the Russian mafia and the CIA.

Hurwitz, Gregg *The Last Orphan* – (Book 8 in the Orphan X Series) Taken from his foster home and trained to be a lethal weapon, Evan is sent around the world to keep his country safe. When he discovers his mission is rotten, he uses his skills to hike in plain sight while helping those who can’t help themselves.

Jama-Everett, Ayize *Heroes of an Unknown World* – *science fiction* – (Book 4 in the Liminal People Series) In the final novel of the Liminals, a found family of Black superheroes has one last chance to save the world.

Jenoff, Pam *Code Name Sapphire* – A woman must rescue her cousin’s family from a train bound for Auschwitz in this riveting tale of bravery and resistance during World War II.

Johansen, Iris and Roy Johansen *More Than Meets the Eye* – *mystery* – (Book 10 in the Kendra Michaels Series) Investigator Kendra Michaels is drawn into the FBI's case against a prolific serial killer who is about to reveal the location of his numerous victims.

Jones, Stephen Graham *Don’t Fear the Reaper* – *horror* – (Book 2 in the Jade Daniels Series) Jade Daniels faces down a brutal serial killer in his pulse-pounding tribute to the golden era of horror cinema and Friday the 13th.

Kellerman, Jonathan *Unnatural History* – *mystery* – (Book 38 in the Alex Delaware Series) When Lieutenant Milo Sturgis and Psychologist Alex Delaware are called to the scene of a converted LA industrial building with a man brutally murdered inside, it sets off their most complex case yet.

Lawson, Mike *Alligator Alley* – (Book 16 in the Joe De Marco Series) Joe is tracking down the murderer of a 23-year-old staffer from the DOJ’s Inspector General’s Office in the Everglades.

Macallister, G.R. *Arca* – *fantasy* – (Book 2 in the Five Queendoms Series) The Drought of Girls continues, and with no girls being born, monarchies are passing to princes causing rifts and stressing long running tensions as war looms on the horizon.

Makkai, Rebecca *I Have Some Questions for You* – *mystery* – A woman must reckon with her past when new details surface about a tragedy at her elite New England boarding school.

Michaud, Andree *A Trembling River* – *mystery* – In August 1979, twelve-year-old Michael disappears in the woods of Trembling River. Thirty years later nine-year-old Billie Richard goes missing. Both disappeared off the face of the earth, and it is about to happen again.

Mosley, Walter *Every Man a King* – *mystery* – (Book 2 in the King Oliver Series) Joe King Oliver is tested when he's asked to investigate whether a White nationalist is being unjustly set up.
Parker, T. Jefferson *The Rescue* – *mystery* – A gripping thriller that explores the strength of the human-animal bond and how far we will go to protect what we love.

Percy, Benjamin *The Sky Vault* – *science fiction* – (Book 3 in the Comet Cycle Series) When the comet Cain enters our solar system, debris and unknown elements rain down, and their impact is more treacherous than we could imagine.

Preisler, Jerome *Moving Target* – (Book 4 in the *Tom Clancy’s Net Force Relaunch*) As a new threat escalates, the US president calls on the members of Net Force to prevent global chaos.

Robb, J. D. *Encore in Death* – (Book 56 in the In Death Series) The homicide cop with a passion for justice returns.

Robert, Katee *Radiant Sin* – (Book 4 in the Dark Olympus Series) “There’s nowhere more dangerous than Olympus...and no one more captivating than its golden god: Apollo. Keeper of secrets, master of his shining realm...and the only man I am powerless to deny.”

Robotham, Michael *Lying Beside You* – *mystery* – (Book 3 in the Cyrus Haven Series) Cyrus’s brother is applying for release from the hospital, and women are dying after being in the bar where Evie works.

Rollins, James *The Cradle of Ice* – *fantasy* – (Book 2 in the Moon Fall Series) A page-turning tale of action, adventure, betrayal, ambition, and the struggle for survival in a harsh world that hangs by a thread.

Roth, Veronica *Arch-Conspirator* – *science fiction* – When Antigone’s parents are murdered, she and her siblings are welcomed into her uncle’s mansion, but Antigone sees it for the gilded cage it is, and she will not be held captive.

Rushdie, Salman *Victory City* – *fantasy* – The epic tale of a woman who breathes a fantastical empire into existence, only to be consumed by it over the centuries.

Ryan, Donal *The Queen of Dirt Island* – The Aylward women are all mad about each other. About all the things family can be and all the things it sometimes isn’t. An uplifting celebration of fierce, loyal love and stories that last generations.

Ryan, Hank Phillippi *The House Guest* – *mystery* – As Alyssa realizes her upcoming divorce is going to leave her alone and penniless, a seductive new friend shows up and makes a tempting offer where they can solve each other’s problems.

Santopolo, Jill *Stars in an Italian Sky* – *romance* – A sweeping story of two star-crossed lovers in post-World War II Italy and a blossoming relationship, generations later that will reveal a long-buried family secret.

Scott, Susan Holloway *Martha* – The story of Martha Washington, a vibrant, fiercely intelligent, and a pivotal historical figure in her own right.


Terry, Pamela *When the Moon Turns Blue* – One woman fights to hold on to her friends, her family, and all that she holds dear as a brewing conflict divides her small-town Georgia community.

Todd, Charles *The Cliff’s Edge* – *mystery* – (Book 13 in the Bess Crawford Mystery Series) In the aftermath of World War I, nurse Bess Crawford is caught in a deadly feud between two families.
Verble, Margaret *Stealing* – A gripping, gut-punch of a novel about a Cherokee child removed from her family and sent to a Christian boarding school in the 1950s.

Walker, Megan *Miss Newbury’s List* – romance – On her way to marrying a Duke, Rosalind decides to complete a bucket list with her friend Liza and Liza’s cousin Charlie, but as she spends more time with Charlie her goals begin to change.

York, Sarah Mountbatten-Windsor, Duchess of *A Most Intriguing Lady* – romance – A sweeping, romantic compulsively readable historical saga about a Duke’s daughter, the perfect Victorian lady, who secretly moonlights as an amateur sleuth for high society’s inner circle.

**March:**

Berg, Elizabeth *Earth’s the Right Place for Love* – The story of two young people growing up in Mason, Missouri, and how Arthur Moses becomes the wise and compassionate person readers loved in *The Story of Arthur Truluv*.

Bond, Gwenda *Mr. and Mrs. Witch* – romance – At the altar, a couple discovers the surprising secret identities they’ve kept from each other.

Brody, Frances *A Mansion for Murder* – mystery – (Book 13 in the Kate Shackleton Series) When Ronnie is killed, and a young village girl goes missing, Kate must use all her strength and skill to unravel the mystery.

Brown, Rita Mae *Hiss & Tell* – cozy mystery – (Book 31 in the Mrs. Murphy Series) When a series of mysterious deaths spoil the Christmas season in Crozet, Virginia, Mary Minor “Harry” Harristeen and her beloved cats and dogs lend the police a helping paw.

Bowen, Rhys and Clare Broyles *All That is Hidden* -mystery – (Book 19 in the Molly Murphy Series) Retired detective and police captain’s wife Molly Murphy Sullivan tangles with Tammany Hall.

Burcell, Robin *Clive Cussler the Serpent’s Eye* – (Book 13 in the Sam and Remi Fargo Adventures) Husband-and-wife team Sam and Remi Fargo face a new, exciting adventure.

Carlson, Brenden *Dark All Day* – science fiction – (Book 3 in the Walking Shadows Series) An Automatic is charged with murder, and Roche and Allen must prove his innocence because failure would mean the eradication of all Automatics in America in this alternate version of 1933.

Childs, Laura *Lemon Curd Killer* – cozy mystery – (Book 25 in the Tea Shop Mysteries) High tea and high fashion turn deadly in this latest installment.

Coben, Harlan *I Will Find You* – mystery – David and Cheryl Baskin are living the dream, married, a beautiful new house in the suburbs, a three-year-old son named Matthew, when tragedy strikes in the worst way possible.

Colgan, Jenny *Lessons at the School by the Sea* – (Book 3 in the Little School by the Sea Series) The summer holiday brings new passion and new challenges in the enchanting third book of the series.


Doller, Trish *Off the Map* – romance – Carla’s been travelling the world in her Jeep Wrangler for a decade when she crosses paths with Eamon, a digital cartographer. As they travel across Ireland, they might find a chance at love if they choose it.
Dugoni, Robert Her Deadly Game – mystery – A defense attorney is prepared to play. But is she a pawn in a master’s deadly match? A twisting novel of suspense.

Fedor, Emma At Sea – What happens when the man you love most in the world—who may be lying about everything—unexpectedly disappears and takes your child with him?

Finlay, Alex What Have We Done – mystery – The foster children of Savior House never knew the peace of normal childhood. Now as adults, to save their lives, the group will have to revisit the nightmares of their childhoods and confront their pasts.

Gould, Leslie A Brighter Dawn – (Book 1 in the Amish Memories Series) A powerful and evocative dual-time story partly set on the eve of World War II.

Gout, Leopoldo Piñata – horror – When a renovation of an ancient abbey gets cut short, Carmen Sanchez and her daughters return to New York, but something malevolent and unexplainable follows them home.

Graham, Scott Saguaro Sanction – mystery – (Book 8 in the National Park Mystery Series) Janelle Ortega and Chuck Bender are drawn deep into a threatening web of hostility and deceit in Saguaro National Park.

Griffin, W.E.B. The Attack – (Book 14 in the Badge of Honor Series) A dead girl, a wealthy family, and indications of drug use: it’s a toxic mix that leads detective Matt Payne deep into an unexpected maelstrom of deceit and madness.

Hamilton, Laurell K. Smolder – (Book 29 in the Anita Blake Vampire Hunter Series) The wedding of the century between vampire hunter Anita Blake and the vampire king of America Jean-Claude is almost here, but an ancient evil arrives in St. Louis and even Jean-Claude’s unmatched power isn’t enough to save them.

Hargrave, Kiran Millwood The Dance Tree – A spellbinding tale of fear, transformation, courage, and love in sixteenth-century France.

Hood, Joshua The Treadstone Rendition – (Book 4 in the Treadstone Series) The final days of the American presence in Afghanistan bring Adam Hayes a summons he can’t ignore in the latest thriller from the world of Robert Ludlum.

Jance, Judith Collateral Damage – mystery – (Book 17 in the Ali Reynolds Series) Ali Reynolds and High Noon Enterprises face the dangerous consequences of one man’s desperate search for revenge.

Joshi, Alka The Perfumist of Paris – (Book 3 in the Jaipur Trilogy Series) The final chapter takes readers to 1970s Paris, where Radha’s budding career as a perfumer must compete with the demands of her family and the secrets of her past.

Kalfar, Jaroslav A Brief History of Living Forever – science fiction – In an authoritarian near-future America obsessed with digital consciousness and eternal life, two long-lost siblings risk everything to save their mother from oblivion.

Kelly, Julia The Lost English Girl – Telling the harrowing story of England’s many evacuated children, this novel explores how one simple choice can change the course of a life, and what we are willing to forgive to find a way back to the ones we love and thought lost.

Klune, T.J. In the Lives of Puppets – fantasy – In a strange little home built into the branches of a grove of trees, live three robots—fatherly inventor android Giovanni Lawson, a pleasantly sadistic nurse machine, and a small vacuum desperate for love and attention. Victor Lawson, a human, lives there, too. They’re a family, hidden and safe. Until they aren’t.

Lansing, Kate Till Death Do Us Port – cozy mystery – (Book 4 in the Colorado Wine Mystery Series) When a wedding reception turns into a crime scene, young vintner Parker Valentine investigates the full-bodied problem.
Leigh, Lora *In Isabeau’s Eyes* – romance – (Book One in the Kentucky Nights Series) Danger is stalking Isabeau Boudreaux, and it is up to her good friend Angel’s brother, Tracker Calloway, to save her.

Mallery, Susan *The Sister Effect* – romance – A heartfelt story that explores the nuances of a broken family’s complex emotions as they strive to become whole in this uplifting story of human frailty and resilience.

McGuire, Seanan *Backpacking through Bedlam* – (Book 12 in the InCryptid Series) Return to the mishaps of the Price family, eccentric cryptozoologists who safeguard the world of magical creatures living in secret among humans.

Older, Malka *The Mimicking of Known Successes* – science fiction – A cozy Holmesian murder mystery and sapphic romance, set on Jupiter.


Patterson, James and Mike Lupica *House of Wolves* – mystery – The Wolves, the most powerful family in California, have a new head: Jenny Wolf. That means Jenny now runs the prestigious San Francisco Tribune. She also controls the legendary pro football team the Wolves. And she hopes to solve her father’s murder.

Raybourn, Deanna *A Sinister Revenge* – mystery – (Book 8 in the Veronica Speedwell Series) Veronica must find and stop a devious killer when a group of old friends is targeted for death.

Rosenfelt, David *Good Dog, Bad Cop* – cozy mystery – (Book 4 in the K Team Series) For the K Team, playing "good dog," “bad cop” is all fun and games until there’s a body on the scene.

Rum, Etaf *Evil Eye* – A striking exploration of the expectations of Palestinian-American women, the meaning of a fulfilling life, and the ways our unresolved pasts affect our presents.

Schine, Cathleen *Künstlers in Paradise* – A comedy of generational manners that glides between 1939 and 2020 L.A. as Mamie Künstler and her grandson weather hard times and discover how to make them their own.

Scottoline, Lisa *Loyalty* – An emotional, action-packed epic set during the rise of the Mafia in Sicily.

Steel, Danielle *Worthy Opponents* – A powerful novel about a woman running her family’s luxury department store and the wealthy investor who threatens to take it over.

Sullivan, Connor *Wolf Trap* – An action-packed thriller following a shadow operative in the midst of a conspiracy with worldwide implications.

Swanson, Peter *The Kind Worth Saving* – mystery – (Book 2 in the Henry Kimball Series) A private eye starts to follow a possibly adulterous husband, but little does he know that the twisted trail will lead back to the woman who hired him.

Thomas, Sherry *A Tempest at Sea* – mystery – (Book 7 in the Lady Sherlock Series) Charlotte Holmes’s brilliant mind and deductive skills are pulled into a dangerous investigation at sea in this new mystery.

Walls, Jeannette *Hang the Moon* – A riveting new novel about an indomitable young woman in Virginia during Prohibition.

Willig, Lauren *Two Wars and a Wedding* – A dramatic coming-of-age story with a dual timeline and a single heroine, a bold and adventuring young woman who finds herself caught up in two very different wars on both sides of the Atlantic.

Winspear, Jacqueline *The White Lady* – mystery – This heart-stopping adventure follows the coming of age and maturity of former wartime operative Elinor White, veteran of two wars, trained killer, protective of her anonymity, as she is drawn back into the world of violence that she has been desperate to leave behind.